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Abstract: Hill fires have the potential to influence dissolved organic matter (DOM) in water bodies,
yet fewer studies have investigated the effects of hill fires on DOM within watersheds in karst areas. In
this study, we employed the three-dimensional fluorescence-parallel factor analysis (EEM-PARAFAC)
method to analyze the DOM fluorescence peaks, component compositions, fluorescence indices,
and sources within the water body of the Yuanteng River sub-basin, which was impacted by the
hill fire, serving as our primary research focus. The results indicate the presence of three primary
fluorescent fractions in the water body of the Yuanteng River: C1, resembling humic acid (fulvic
acid); C2, consisting of biopolymers and microbial by-products; and C3, containing proteins such as
tyrosine and tryptophan. The Yuanteng River exhibited elevated levels of humus-like substances,
diminished concentrations of protein-like substances, and demonstrated higher biogenic, freshness,
and humification indices compared to unaffected water samples, reflecting the impact of the hill
fire. Elevated levels of exogenous humic acid-like inputs into the waters of the Yuanteng River,
along with exogenous inputs of DOM, were primarily influenced by stable, high-molecular-weight
organic matter. Additionally, agricultural effluent, domestic sewage, and anthropogenic activities
contributed to these inputs to a lesser degree. The impacts of endogenous inputs are mainly related to
the restoration of ecosystems. The occurrence of hill fires has significantly influenced the composition
of dissolved organic matter in the waters of the Yuanteng River. A comprehensive analysis of the
impacts of hill fires on dissolved organic matter in water bodies can serve as a valuable reference for
characterizing DOM in the water bodies of the Yuanteng River. Furthermore, it can inform strategies
for environmental protection, facilitate the traceability of pollutants in water bodies, and contribute
to environmental and ecological restoration efforts following hill fires in the region.

Keywords: hill fire; three-dimensional fluorescence spectroscopy; parallel factor analysis; fluorescence
indices; dissolved organic matter

1. Introduction

Dissolved organic matter (DOM) represents the predominant reservoir of organic
matter found in all categories of natural waters [1,2]. Dissolved organic matter constitutes
an exceedingly intricate organic amalgam capable of conducting biochemical processes
within the water column. Its biological activity surpasses that of conventional organic
matter, serving as the primary source of carbon and energy for microorganisms in ecosys-
tems [3]. Sources of dissolved organic matter primarily encompass biological and terrestrial
origins. Terrestrial sources entail the entry of organic matter into natural water bodies via
processes such as the atmospheric cycle and the release of organic matter by ecosystems.
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Biological sources entail the production of organic matter through the life processes of
organisms within water bodies [4]. Research on the production, activities, and impacts of
dissolved organic matter is crucial for understanding carbon cycling, biochemical transfor-
mations, ecological restoration, and ecosystem pollution management in areas affected by
mountain fires.

Three-dimensional fluorescence spectroscopy serves as a prevalent method for charac-
terizing dissolved organic matter in aqueous ecosystems, enabling the differentiation of
fluorophores within the DOM. Fluorescence data about these fluorophores are presented
in a three-dimensional excitation matrix known as the Excitation–Emission Matrix (EEM),
where excitation and emission wavelengths serve as indicators of fluorescence intensity [5].
The intensity of fluorescence is indicated by excitation and emission wavelengths. Due to
the potential superposition of peaks during the detection and recognition of fluorophores,
leading to incomplete or unrecognized EEM spectra, the obtained EEM spectra can be
effectively analyzed by integrating the parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) method. This
approach allows for the identification and differentiation of the number of fluorophores,
fluorescence intensity, and other pertinent information [6]. Three-dimensional fluorescence
spectroscopy is extensively employed in dissolved organic matter research due to its high
sensitivity, rapid and precise identification, and minimal sample volume requirements [7].
Zhi et al. [4] investigated dissolved organic matter in artificial wetlands, demonstrating
that the EEM-PARAFAC technique serves as an effective approach for examining the extent
of DOM humification in aquatic environments. Kellerman et al. [8] conducted detection
and analysis of dissolved organic matter in Swedish lakes, revealing that aromatic com-
pounds exhibit preferential decomposition under environmental factors governing DOM
decomposition, while aliphatic and nitrogenous compounds manifest in diverse forms
within the water column. Wen et al. [9] investigated effluent from a wastewater treatment
plant using three-dimensional fluorescence spectroscopy and demonstrated that the humic
index can serve as a straightforward proxy for representing certain chemical components.
Shang et al. [10] analyzed the source and composition of DOM in numerous humus- and
protein-rich lakes in China, demonstrating that anthropogenic activities have heightened
the sourcing, transformation, and degradation of DOM. Tetsuro Kikuchi et al. [11] examined
the relationship between DOM and trace metals in both natural and sewage water, revealing
that dissolved copper and iron concentrations were influenced by DOM concentration and
the presence of aromatic DOM. Chen et al. [12] investigated the composition of dissolved
organic matter in surface waters across various river reaches, elucidating the influence of
UV light and hydrological conditions on terrestrial humus content. Moreover, they revealed
that DOM exhibits distinct photoresponsive characteristics. Wang et al. [13] explored the
transformation of dissolved organic matter along the Yangtze River in China across varying
hydrological conditions, establishing a correlation between the chemical composition of
DOM and optical conditions. Their findings underscored the impacts of photoresponse and
soil erosion on DOM content and composition. The aforementioned studies demonstrate
that the EEM-PARAFAC technique is widely employed as a method and technique for
resolving the compositional components, sources, and quantitative analysis of DOM.

Hill fires can lead to contamination of surface waters within the burned area with
dissolved organic matter, and the extent of this contamination varies depending on the
size of the hill fires. The composition of dissolved organic matter and organic compounds
is intricate. Following hill fires, there is a notable increase in aromatic and humic DOM
within water bodies. Moreover, the contamination of soil and surface water is influenced
by a combination of ecological factors, rainfall, and surface runoff [14]. Youhei Yamashita
et al. [15] investigated carbonized sediments generated after a hill fire, demonstrating that
the transfer of carbonized sediments correlates with high-molecular-weight aromatic DOM,
and the conversion relationship is intricate. David Olefeldt et al. [16] investigated the
impacts of mountain fires on dissolved organic matter production and the composition of
forested soils. Their findings demonstrated that mountain fires have the potential to modify
DOM turnover in soils and influence the interplay between terrestrial and aquatic carbon
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cycling. Vergnoux et al. [17] investigated the impact of hill fires on soil organic matter
and subsequent soil recovery. Their research revealed that hill fires directly influenced
soil humus content and that humus aromaticity exhibited prolonged increases following
hill fires. Dymov et al. [18] investigated the organic matter of surface soils post-hill fires,
revealing differences in aromaticity and phenyl polycarboxylic acidity compared to the
initial soil. Additionally, soil acidification resulted in a reduction in the surface area of the
organic layer. Li et al. [19] examined the impacts of mountain fires on the distribution of
soil carbon and other nutrients in the mountainous regions of northern Daxinganling. Their
findings revealed that the soil environment exhibited a weakly acidic nature following
the fires. Additionally, the carbon and nitrogen contents of soils in the burned areas
experienced substantial reductions, persisting below normal levels for an extended period.
Bladon et al. [20] conducted an analysis of nitrogen levels in water bodies within the burned
area of the hill fire and investigated the initial restoration of water quality post-fire. Their
findings indicated that water bodies affected by the hill fire exhibited elevated nitrogen
levels, particularly during periods of increased water availability. Hill fires are among the
most common disasters globally, resulting in the burning of vegetation and damage to soil,
thereby impacting the stability of ecosystems. Pollution from dissolved organic matter
has the potential to adversely affect both surface and groundwater, thereby compromising
the health of aquatic ecosystems. Currently, there is a dearth of research on the impact of
hill fires in the mountainous regions of Guangxi on dissolved organic matter within local
water bodies. Hence, investigating the influence of hill fires on DOM in water bodies holds
significant importance.

In recent years, the investigation of dissolved organic matter in water bodies using
three-dimensional fluorescence spectroscopy and parallel factor analysis has emerged as
a key research focus. The spectral resolution of dissolved organic matter can effectively
characterize the DOM source, composition, spatial and temporal distribution, and chemical
properties. This study focused on the Yuanteng River, situated in the vicinity of the
mountain fire in Rongjiang Town, Xing’an County, Guangxi, serving as the primary study
area. Various analytical techniques including three-dimensional fluorescence spectroscopy
and parallel factor analysis methods were employed to investigate the composition and
sources of dissolved organic matter within the Yuanteng River water body; examine the
sources and impacts of water pollution caused by dissolved organic matter resulting from
hill fires; offer robust evidence and a scientific foundation to support the investigation
of dissolved organic matter characterization, environmental protection, water pollutant
tracing, and ecological restoration in the Yuanteng River watershed; furnish theoretical
underpinnings to aid local governments in assessing ecosystem resilience, formulating
strategies for water quality pollution remediation, devising ecological restoration plans, and
implementing forest management measures; and mitigate the adverse environmental effects
of fires, raise awareness among villagers about fire hazards, and advocate for sustainable
management and utilization of natural resources.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overview of Study Area

The study area is situated in Rongjiang Town, within Xing’an County, Guilin City,
Guangxi, China, spanning from 110◦14′ to 110◦56′ E longitude and 25◦17′ to 25◦55′ N
latitude. The geomorphology of the study area is karstic. Xing’an County covers a total land
area of 2348 km2, with an east–west horizontal distance of 70 km and a north–south vertical
distance of 68 km. It experiences a subtropical humid monsoon climate characterized by
abundant rainfall and sunshine, with an average annual temperature of 18.2 ◦C, an average
annual relative humidity of 79%, annual sunshine hours ranging from 1300 to 1800 h, and
an average annual rainfall of approximately 1942.9 mm. Xing’an County serves as the
origin of both the Li River and the Xiang River. Additionally, the Lingqu River flows
southwestward into the Rong River, where it converges with the Li River. Xing’an County
exhibits a diverse and intricate topography, featuring mountainous terrain in the northwest
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and southeast regions. The landscape is characterized by overlapping mountains, ravines,
and numerous streams. To the northwest is the Echungling Mountain System, which
gradually slopes to the southwest. To the southeast is the oceanic mountain system of the
Dupont Ridge, which slopes gradually to the northeast. The forest vegetation in Xing’an
County primarily comprises deciduous broad-leaved forests and evergreen broad-leaved
forests. It includes high-altitude species like green oak, alpine rhododendron, wild star
anise, and South China hemlock, as well as broad-leaved dwarf forests such as Houpao
and Rosewood. The low-altitude vegetation comprises species such as fir, horsetail pine,
moso bamboo, oleander, oil tea, white fruit, citrus, and others. Rongjiang Town boasts
3789 hectares of arable land, encompassing 3122 hectares dedicated to paddy fields and
an additional 35,466.6 hectares designated for forested purposes. The primary mineral
resources present in the area encompass hematite, lead–zinc ore, and alluvial gold deposits.
On 28 January 2023, a hillside conflagration erupted in Rongjiang Town, situated within
Xing’an County, Guilin City. This inferno spanned a fire line measuring approximately
1.6 km in length, scorching an expanse exceeding 240 acres. The blaze left in its wake a
substantial accumulation of charred vegetation, resembling blackened charcoal, strewn
across the earth’s surface. The dispersion of yellow smoke and ash from the hillside
conflagrations had a widespread impact on numerous villages and urban areas located
downhill. Additionally, it led to the contamination of woodland catchments and mountain
streams. Among these areas, the Yuanteng River, situated in Huangjia Village within the
study zone, bore the brunt of the hill fires, experiencing the most severe consequences.

2.2. Sample Acquisition

In July 2023, samples necessary for the study were collected. A total of twelve sampling
sites were strategically established along the continuum from upstream to downstream,
guided by the spatial distribution of streams within the study area. The sampling sites
are depicted in Figure 1. Sites 1–9 were selected along the Yuanteng River, the area most
impacted by the hill fires. Sites 10–11 were situated along the Li River, while site 12 was
positioned along the Ku River.
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The sampling points were precisely identified utilizing GPS technology. Subsequently,
the sampling bottles underwent thorough cleaning with ultrapure water followed by
natural air drying. Subsequently, 2 L of surface water were collected from each sampling
point and dispensed into light-proof glass bottles, which were then sequentially numbered.
Upon transportation back to the laboratory, the samples underwent filtration using a
0.45 µm membrane and were subsequently stored under refrigeration at 4 ◦C. All samples
collected were tested and analyzed within one week.

2.3. Sample Analysis Methods
2.3.1. Three-Dimensional Fluorescence Spectrometry

Three-dimensional fluorescence spectroscopy measurements were conducted utilizing
the HORIBA Aqualog-Water Environment Research Analyzer. A 10 mm four-way quartz
cuvette was employed to establish the excitation wavelength (Ex) range from 240 to 500 nm
with an excitation increment of 3 nm, the emission wavelength (Em) range from 240
to 500 nm with a step size of 5 nm, and an integration time of 1 s. Milli-Q ultrapure
water served as the blank for Raman scattering removal, and the scanning spectra were
automatically corrected by the instrument.

2.3.2. Parallel Factor Analysis and Spectral Index Calculation

Three-dimensional fluorescence spectra (EEMs) underwent data preprocessing in
Excel, with blanks subtracted to mitigate the effects of Raman scattering, and subsequently
analyzed for parallel factor analysis utilizing the DOMFluor toolbox, as follows: (1) Import-
ing data for the removal of primary and secondary Rayleigh scattering. (2) Preliminary data
analysis involved the identification and removal of outliers. (3) Validation of residual values
followed by the determination of group scores. (4) The halves were split and analyzed for
anomalies, followed by consistency tests. (5) Randomized initial analytical validation of
experimental results obtained from split-half analysis. (6) Plotting Component Maps and
Component Load Maps. (7) Outputting the fluorescence data of each component along with
the maximum fluorescence intensity. (8) Calculation of the fluorescence characterization
index. The main fluorescence characterization indices calculated included the freshness
index (FRI), humification index (HIX), biological index (BIX), fluorescence index (FI), and
other related indices. The formula is presented as follows [21–23]:

FRI =
F(Em = 310 nm, Em = 380 nm)

F(Ex = 310 nm, Em = 420 ∼ 435 nm)
(1)

HIX =
F(Ex = 255 nm, Em = 435 ∼ 480 nm)

F(Ex = 255 nm, Em = 300 ∼ 345 nm)
(2)

BIX =
F(Ex = 310 nm, Em = 380 nm)

F(Ex = 310 nm, Em = 430 nm)
(3)

FI =
F(Ex = 370 nm, Em = 470 nm)

F(Ex = 370 nm, Em = 520 nm)
(4)

2.3.3. Data Processing Analysis and Statistics

Excel software was utilized for data processing. Parallel factor analysis, component
plotting, correlation index calculation, and EEM plotting were conducted in MATLAB
2015b software using the DOMFluor toolbox. Correlation data analysis and statistics were
carried out using SPSS20 software, and plots were generated using Origin2021 student
edition software.
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3. Results and Analysis
3.1. DOM Fluorescence Peak Characteristics

The three-dimensional fluorescence spectra of the Yuanteng River water body can be
computed through index calculation and analyzed based on the corresponding compo-
nents, with the main types of fluorescence peaks depicted in Table 1. Figure 2 illustrates
selected three-dimensional fluorescence spectra of major fluorescence peaks in both the
plan view and surface view. Specifically, Figure 2a,b depict UV-like humic substances,
Figure 2c,d represent visible humic substances, Figure 2e,f display tyrosine-like proteins,
and Figure 2g,h present tryptophan-like proteins. The water of the Yuanteng River flows
from mountainous water bodies at sampling points 1 to 3, passes through water bodies of
farmers raising poultry at sampling point 4, continues through farmland water bodies at
sampling point 5, and then converges with water bodies from the Yueguangdong Reservoir
at sampling point 6. Subsequently, it flows through farmland water bodies at sampling
points 7 to 9, traverses villages, and ultimately merges with the water bodies of the Li River
at sampling points 10 and 11. Sampling site 12 represents a water body of the Ku River.
Sampling points 1 to 9 denote water bodies of the Yuanteng River, which were impacted by
the hill fire, while sampling points 10 to 12 encompass water bodies of both the Li River
and the Ku River, unaffected by the hill fire.
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The three-dimensional fluorescence characteristic peak A, representing UV-like humic
acid, is a prevalent feature in surface water bodies, while peak C, corresponding to the
visible region of humic acid, is typically employed for analyzing land-based sources of
humic acid. The B and T peaks, representing tyrosine and tryptophan of the protein group,
primarily arise from biological enzymes released during bacterial decomposition, as well
as from amino acids and proteins derived from aquatic plants, proteins present in the
remnants of aquatic organisms, and anthropogenic activities [24].

Peaks A and C were predominantly observed in the mountainous waters of the
Yuanteng River, exhibiting a general upward trend with the flow direction, while peak T
was absent in the hill waters. Following high temperatures, alterations occur in the surface
soil microbial community, resulting in affected microbial life activities and diminished
capacity for the decomposition of dissolved organic matter. Consequently, a significant
portion of molecular organic matter with a novel structure that is less prone to dissolution
is formed. Vegetation affected by hill fires, along with vegetation that has not completely
combusted, undergoes gradual decay due to the effects of rainfall and microbial action in
deeper soil layers. This process results in the formation of stable small-molecule organic
matter through the decomposition of lignin and the oxidation of aromatic and aldehyde
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groups during soil release. The transportation of newly structured molecular organic matter
and stabilized small-molecule organic matter, as they pass through the surface and sink
into waters affected by mountain fires, leads to an elevation in the fluorescence intensity of
humus-like peaks and the content of novel organic matter.

Peaks A, C, and B were detected in the water of poultry farms along the Yuanteng
River. Peak A exhibits its distinctive fluorescence feature because the primary source of
the water body is predominantly mountainous. The notable fluorescence of peak B, on the
other hand, stems from the presence of poultry urine, feces, and feed residues in the water
column, all of which contain substantial amounts of protein. Enzymes produced through
microbial life activities and bacterial decomposition in the water body, along with aromatic
ring amino acids released from biological remains, combine with certain molecules to
generate new organic matter. This process leads to an increase in the organic matter content
within the water body of the poultry farm. Additionally, proteins undergo hydrolysis under
the action of proteolytic enzymes, resulting in the formation of amino acids, consequently
leading to a notable enhancement of peaks associated with protein components [25–27].

Peaks A, B, C, and T were observed in the farmland water of the Yuanteng River, with
the fluorescence intensity of peaks C and T being weaker compared to peak A. Peaks A and
C exhibited similar characteristics as observed in the mountainous waters, with a gradual
increase in fluorescence intensity observed with water flow. On one hand, the extended
decay period and advanced degree of decay of biological debris in farmers’ aquaculture
waters result in the emergence of humic acid-like, tryptophan-like, and protein-like fluo-
rophores due to microbial and photodegradation processes [28]. On the other hand, due to
farmland fertilization, a certain amount of nitrogen fertilizer leads to increased microbial
activity in farmland soils, which improves the degradation of dissolved organic matter,
accelerates protein decomposition, increases the accumulation of lignin and cellulose, and
increases the level of aromatization and humification of organic matter, which leads to an
increase in the intensity of humic acid-like fluorophores within this water [29].

Peak B and peak A are evident in the water column of Yueguangdong Reservoir.
Reservoir water has accumulated over a long period, the water is highly humified, and
the water has a low protein content. Waters affected by hill fires converged at sampling
sites 5 and 6 before flowing through the farmland, leading to a decrease in protein-like
peak fluorophores and a notable increase in humic acid-like fluorophores. The heightened
significance of peak A and C fluorophores in the water bodies of the Li River at sampling
sites 10 and 11, compared to those in the mountainous water bodies of the Yuanteng River,
and their comparable significance to those in the farmland water bodies of the Yuanteng
River, may be attributed to the location of the sampling sites at the confluence of tributary
streams and the Li River in the study area. The water body of the Ku River at sampling
point 12 exhibited the highest fluorescence intensity of peak B, followed by peak T, and the
lowest fluorescence intensity of peaks A and C.

The protein-like fluorescence peaks exhibited significantly higher intensity, while the
humus-like peaks displayed notably lower intensity in the water bodies at sampling sites
10 to 12 compared to those in the Yuanteng River waters. This implies that the burning of
hill fires led to the consumption of a significant amount of proteins from the vegetation. As
a consequence, the protein-like peaks observed in the water after the fires had a much lower
intensity compared to the typical levels in the region. The accelerated decay of burned
vegetation led to the emergence of significantly higher humus-like peaks compared to those
observed in normal waters.

Table 1. The main types of fluorescence peaks in the water bodies of the study area.

Main Peaks Sample ID Fluorescence Peak Type

A 1~12 UV humus [5,21]
B 1,4~8,10~12 Protein-like (tyrosine-like) [5,21]
C 1,2,4,6~12 Visible humus [30,31]
T 6~8,10,12 Protein-like (tryptophan-like) [30]
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3.2. Analysis of Water Column Components

Analysis of the three-dimensional fluorescence spectra was conducted employing
the EEM-PARAFAC method. Water samples from sampling points 1 to 9 of the Yuanteng
River, impacted by the hill fire, were grouped into one category, while water samples from
sampling points 10 to 12 of the Li River and the Ku River, unaffected by the hill fire, were
grouped into another category. Three fractions—humus-like fulvic acid, protein-like, and
protein-like (microbial by-products and biopolymers)—were identified in the water body
of the Yuanteng River impacted by the hill fire. Two fractions of humus-like fulvic acid
and two fractions of protein-like, amounting to a total of five fluorescent fractions, were
identified in the water unaffected by the hill fire. Table 2 presents the characterization of
five fluorescence fractions in the dissolved organic matter of water bodies in the study
area. Additionally, Figure 3 displays the five fluorescence component loading diagrams
analyzed by the EEM-PARAFAC model for the water bodies in the study area. In Figure 3,
A represents the C1 component diagram, B represents the C1 component loading diagram,
C represents the C2 component diagram, D represents the C2 component loading diagram,
E represents the C3 component diagram, F represents the C3 component loading diagram,
G represents the C4 component diagram, H represents the C4 component loading diagram,
I represents the C5 component diagram, and J denotes the C5 component loading diagram.
It is worth noting that C1 to C3 represent the water body components of the Yuanteng River,
while C4 to C5 represent normal water bodies. All analyzed components underwent data
comparison with the online open fluorescence database (https://openfluor.lablicate.com
(accessed on 3 July 2023)), demonstrating a similarity of more than 95% in component
fluorescence data.
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Components C1 and C4 are classified as humic-like fulvic acids, characterized by two
excitation peaks and one emission peak. The short-wave excitation peaks, characteris-
tic of traditional peaks of peak A, are situated in the position of short-wave humic-like
substances, while the long-wave excitation peaks, characteristic of traditional peaks of
peak C, correspond to fulvic-like substances. Furthermore, UV fulvic-like and visible
fulvic-like substances are associated with carbonyl and hydroxyl groups. The content of
visible fulvic acid is lower compared to UV fulvic acid. The primary source of humus-like
substances in flowing water is exogenous. UV fulvic acid is generated from high aromatic
compounds with high molecular weight and stability in organic matter, characterized by a
complex structure that is resistant to photodegradation and biodegradation [32]. Humic
acid-like levels are lower in normal waters compared to those in the Yuanteng River waters.
The redshift observed in the peak of component C1 may be attributed to the elevated
concentration of aromatic compounds present in the water column [33]. Component C2
exhibits one excitation peak and two emission peaks. The short-wave emission peaks
are associated with microbial byproducts and biopolymers, while the long-wave emis-
sion peaks correspond to humic-like fulvic acid peaks observed in the conventional A
peaks [5,27] Both C3 and C5 are categorized as traditional protein-like peaks, with the
package class comprising tyrosine- and tryptophan-like proteins. The fluorescence intensity
of the protein-like fractions exceeded that of the humic-like fractions. Tyrosine-like proteins
are linked to aromatic ring amino acids, while tryptophan-like proteins originate from
amino acids generated during the decomposition of terrestrial plants and organic matter in
the soil [22]. The protein-like fluorescence intensity of component C3 was lower than that
of component C5 in normal waters, possibly due to the tyrosine-like proteins originating
from microbial and terrestrial sources of influence. During the summer sampling season,
elevated water temperatures facilitated microbial activity in the water column, leading to
the hydrolysis of proteins into amino acids by microbial action and subsequently increasing
the concentration of protein-like substances. The hill fires resulted in the burning of the
majority of surface terrestrial plants, which primarily consisted of plants with low protein
content. The hill fires left most of the surface terrestrial plants burned, originating from
the low protein content of terrestrial plants, with a small fraction originating from inad-
equately burned terrestrial plants, and the majority from terrestrial sources of microbial
impacts from agricultural runoff and domestic wastewater along the way, food residues,
and organic matter from a portion of the deeper soils. Components C1 to C3 serve as the
primary representative components of the water body of the Yuanteng River, in contrast
to components C4 to C5 of the water body unaffected by the hill fire. The fluorescence
intensity of the humic-like fulvic acid component is substantial, whereas the fluorescence
intensity of the protein-like component is relatively small. Furthermore, the fluorescence
intensity of protein-like fluorescence generally exceeds that of humic-like fluorescence.
Water bodies impacted by hill fires also exhibit the presence of microbial by-products and
biopolymer fluorophores.

Table 2. Characterization of DOM fluorescence fractions in water bodies in the study area.

Components Typology
Study Area Reference

Ex Em Ex Em

C1 Humus-like fulvic acid 265/296–332 422–445
230–260 380–480 [34]

300–380 400–480 [35]

C2
Humus-like fulvic acid, microbial

by-products, biopolymers 250 249/422–480
250–300 250–390 [5]

230–260 380–480 [34]

C3 pepsin-like protein 275 290–320 270–280 300–320 [36]

C4 Humic acid-like fulvic acid 242/308–353 436–473
230–260 380–480 [35]

300–380 400–480 [34]

C5 pepsin-like protein 275 305–320 270–280 300–320 [36]
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3.3. Fluorescence Characterization Parameters

The three-dimensional fluorescence characterization index typically encompasses
the fluorescence index (FI), freshness index (FRI), biogenic index (BIX), and humifica-
tion index (HIX). Figure 4 depicts the fluorescence parameters of the water bodies in the
study area. Figure 4 depicts the fluorescence parameters, with (a) representing the fluores-
cence index, (b) representing the biogenic index, (c) representing the freshness index, and
(d) representing the humification index.
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The fluorescence index serves as a critical indicator for identifying the source of
dissolved organic matter. When FI < 1.4, it signifies that terrestrial inputs dominate the
source of DOM, while FI > 1.9 indicates that autochthonous sources predominate. A range
of FI = 1.4~1.9 suggests a mixture of both terrestrial and autochthonous inputs for the
source of DOM [33]. The FI index at the sampling sites ranged from 1.3 to 1.7, indicating
strong autogenous source inputs to the dissolved organic matter at sampling site 7, and a
combination of terrestrial and autogenous source inputs to the DOM at sampling site 12.

The freshness index FRI represents the proportion of de novo DOM, with higher
values indicating a greater de novo DOM content. The FRI values at the sampling points
ranged from 0.49 to 0.77, suggesting a higher proportion of nascent DOM at sampling point
7 and lower nascent DOM content at the other sampling points.

The biogenicity index BIX is employed to assess autochthonous dissolved organic
matter [37]. A BIX value greater than 1.0 indicates that DOM is primarily autochthonous,
while BIX values ranging from 0.8 to 1.0 suggest a higher proportion of nascent DOM in
the samples. In the range of 0.6 to 0.8, BIX signifies contributions from both autochthonous
and terrestrial sources, whereas BIX values below 0.6 indicate that DOM is predominantly
terrestrial [21,38]. The BIX values at the sampling sites ranged from 0.5 to 0.8, indicating
the presence of both autochthonous and terrestrial inputs in the dissolved organic matter
sources. This finding aligns with the performance results of the FRI index.

The humification index (HIX) is employed to assess the degree of DOM humifica-
tion. A HIX value greater than 6.0 indicates that DOM is strongly humified and primarily
influenced by terrestrial inputs, while HIX values ranging from 4.0 to 6.0 suggest weak
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humification with strong contributions from autochthonous sources. A HIX value below
4.0 indicates weak humification predominantly influenced by autochthonous sources [21,39].
HIX values between 4.0 and 6.0 for sampling sites 1, 4, 8, and 10 indicate weak humification
and strong autochthonous sources. HIX values exceeding 6.0 at sampling points 2, 3, 5, 6, 9,
11, and 2 suggest strong humification characterized by predominantly terrestrial inputs.

4. Discussions

Samples were analyzed five months following the occurrence of the hill fire. The
study area experienced relatively dry conditions with low rainfall during the interval
between the hill fire and the time of sampling. Environmental factors such as rainfall,
temperature, and sunlight exert influence on dissolved organic matter in the Yuanteng
River. Consequently, these conditions would likely lead to lower levels of DOM originating
from the Yuanteng River compared to those from the Yuanteng River at the onset of the
hill fire. Nonetheless, the effects of the hill fire on the Source Yuanteng River DOM are
markedly more pronounced in contrast to water bodies unaffected by the hill fire.

4.1. DOM Source Impact

The FI index was employed to discern the various sources of dissolved organic matter,
revealing that within the study area, DOM present in the water bodies of the Yuanteng River,
influenced by hill fires, exhibited contributions from both terrestrial sources and microbial
processes. Apart from sampling site 7, the other sampling sites impacted by the hill fire
showcased characteristic humus-dissolved organic matter traits originating from terrestrial
sources. The elevated microbial activity observed at sampling site 7 can be attributed to
anthropogenic influences, particularly the impact of domestic wastewater and agricultural
runoff, indicating a prevalence of autochthonous sources at this site. Consequently, the FI
values are particularly responsive in water bodies characterized by terrestrial inputs.

The BIX index, applied to the water bodies within the study area, delineates the
presence of both endogenous and exogenous inputs of biogenic dissolved organic matter,
serving as an indicator of the proportion of de novo DOM contribution, wherein lower
values signify a diminished presence of endogenous DOM. The diminished biogenic
index observed in the Yuanteng River’s water body stems from the generation of novel
organic compounds resistant to degradation, a consequence of mountain fires that attenuate
the biodegradation potential within the aquatic environment, while the predominant
organic matter originates predominantly from terrestrial sources. A decreased BIX index
signifies heightened anthropogenic influence, while the elevated BIX index observed in
the farmland water body of the Yuanteng River, particularly at sampling site 7, likely
stems from anthropogenic pollution, augmented microbial and zooplankton activity, and
amplified bacterial presence, aligning with the trends delineated by the FRI index.

The HIX index analysis conducted on the Yuanteng River’s waters reveals a predom-
inant contribution of humus-like dissolved organic matter. The ecological and chemical
characteristics of surface soils may have undergone modifications after the hill fires, with
the accumulation of burned soils, coke, and partially combusted terrestrial vegetation
potentially giving rise to stable, high-molecular-weight aromatic dissolved organic matter
through percolation. This material could have been introduced into the river and trans-
formed into humus-like DOM under the influence of UV radiation, thereby augmenting the
endogenous influx of humus into the waters of the Yuanteng River, which was impacted by
the hill fires [16].

The average HIX index of the pristine water bodies was lower than that of the Yuanteng
River, accompanied by a higher humic acid-like fluorescence intensity observed in the
3D fluorescence spectra of the Yuanteng River’s water body compared to the normal
water body. These findings suggest that the influence of the hill fire has resulted in an
augmentation of humus-like dissolved organic matter in the Yuanteng River’s water body.
Furthermore, mountainous water bodies and reservoirs affected by the hill fire exhibit a
substantial presence of highly aromatic DOM, continuously transported downstream via
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seepage flow. The elevated HIX index recorded at sampling point 11 within the pristine
water body could be attributed to its proximity to the outfall of farmland in Huangjia Village.
It is plausible that the infiltration of humus-like dissolved organic matter from farmland
wastewater into the Yuanteng River’s water body has contributed to the heightened humus
index observed at sampling point 11.

The fluorescence intensity of protein-like DOM in the waters of the Yuanteng River
was less than that of normal waters. The soil microbial community undergoes alteration
in response to mountain fires, resulting in diminished organic matter input and reduced
microbial degradation capacity within water bodies. Consequently, there is a decline
in the content of endogenous protein input in mountain water bodies. As water body
flow progresses, exogenous protein inputs dominate, potentially impeding organic matter
decomposition by microbial action, thus fostering the emergence of a novel structural
configuration. Protein-like dissolved organic matter inputs in typical water bodies originate
partly from soil organic matter and partly from sources including domestic wastewater
from villagers, poultry feces, and food residues.

The water bodies of the Yuanteng River, affected by the hill fire, exhibit a blend of
exogenous and endogenous inputs influencing the dynamics of dissolved organic matter
sources. The impact of the hill fires manifests in elevated humic-like DOM content and
heightened fluorescence intensity compared to protein-like DOM. On the one hand, the
fluorescent-like humus originating from burned terrestrial plants and terrestrial DOM in
surface soils enter the water body and are further decomposed, and on the other hand, the
readily decomposable nutrients, such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and amino acids, contained
in domestic wastes and agricultural wastewater, which are decomposed by microorganisms
to produce protein-like fluorescent substances and nascent microbial byproducts and
biopolymers that do not readily decompose.

4.2. Correlation Analysis

Figure 5 displays the correlation analysis between dissolved organic matter fractions
and fluorescence indices of water bodies in the Yuanteng River impacted by the hill fire.
The C1 humus component, enriched with C2 humus and microbial by-products, exhibits
a notable correlation with biopolymer components. Additionally, its long-wave emission
peaks, characteristic of humic fulvic acid, share a common origin, originating from the
same fluorophore and possessing typical terrestrial characteristics. The generation of mi-
crobial by-products and biopolymer-dissolved organic matter within the C2 fraction may
be linked to the formation of shortwave-like humic substances characterized by photolysis,
high molecular weights, and complex structures. Both the C1 and C2 fractions exhibited
significant negative correlations with the C3 protein-like fractions, indicating variability in
the composition of their dissolved organic matter sources, comprising distinct origins for
humus-like and protein-like fractions. The decay value index of the HIX showed a signifi-
cant positive correlation with the C1 fraction and a significant negative correlation with
the C3 fraction. This suggests that decay magnitude is positively associated with the fluo-
rescence intensity of humic substances and inversely related to the fluorescence intensity
of tyrosine, consistent with the findings of the source impact analysis. The biogenic index
and the freshness index exhibited a significant positive correlation, indicating consistent
variation in the source and composition of dissolved organic matter in the water column.

4.3. Source Analysis of DOM Composition

Figure 6 illustrates the presence of both endogenous and exogenous contributions
to the sources of dissolved organic matter in the Yuanteng River, particularly under the
influence of mountain fires. Four primary pathways contribute to the composition of
dissolved organic matter in the water body of the Yuanteng River under exogenous ef-
fects: the rainfall pathway, the farmland runoff pathway, the pathway of domestic and
aquaculture wastewater, and the pathway of photochemical reactions. Humus-like and
protein-like dissolved organic matter from surface soils is transported to the waters of the
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Yuanteng River via surface runoff during rainfall events along the rainfall pathway. Within
the trajectory of farmland decline, humus-like and protein-like dissolved organic matter
originating from farmlands has been observed to permeate into the aquatic environment of
the Yuanteng River through processes such as irrigation, rainfall, and various other path-
ways. Both domestic wastewater and aquaculture effluents harbor substantial quantities of
organic matter and bacteria, primarily comprising protein-like substances constituting the
dominant dissolved organic matter fraction, subsequently undergoing treatment processes
before discharge into the aquatic ecosystem of the Yuanteng River. Within the framework
of the photoreaction pathway, black charcoal generated from mountain fires infiltrates the
aquatic environment of the Yuanteng River, engaging in interactions with DOM1 (dissolved
organic matter native to the Yuanteng River), resulting in the production of DOM2 (humus-
like substance), biopolymers, and microbial by-products through UV-mediated reactions,
subsequently emitting CO2.
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5. Conclusions

The fluorescence difference in dissolved organic matter in the water bodies of the
Yuanteng River impacted by the hill fire exhibited significant characterization compared to
normal water bodies. The fluorescence peaks of the UV humic-like A peak and the visible
humic-like C peak were prominent in the dissolved organic matter of the Yuanteng River
water body affected by the hill fire. However, the values of the B and T peaks were not as
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prominent compared to the DOM of the normal water body. This observation suggests
that the hill fire resulted in an elevated content of humic-like substances in the Yuanteng
River water body. The increased degree of vegetation humus post-burn may have led to
higher-than-normal humus-like content in the water body of the Yuanteng River, while the
burning during the hill fire could have depleted a significant amount of proteins, resulting
in lower-than-normal protein-like content in the water body.

In the water column of the Yuanteng River impacted by the hill fire, three fluorescent
fractions were observed: C1, resembling humic acid (fulvic acid); C2, comprising biopoly-
mers, microbial by-products, and humic acid-like substances; and C3, consisting of proteins
(tyrosine and tryptophan). The C1 and C2 components exhibit homology, with the red shift
of the C1 peak possibly attributable to the elevated presence of aromatic compounds. The
position of the C3 component is typical and can serve as a marker for tracing proteins. The
microbial by-products and biopolymers DOM in the C2 fraction can be further analyzed
for their composition and constitutive principles.

In the Yuanteng River water bodies impacted by the hill fire, the BIX, FRI, and HIX
indices exhibited higher values compared to those in unaffected water bodies. Both humic
acid-like and protein-like substances are influenced by a mixture of terrestrial and endoge-
nous inputs. The impact of hill fires increases the content of terrestrial inputs of humus-like
substances. In the water bodies of farmland areas in the Yuanteng River, dissolved organic
matter formation and levels are closely linked to microbial activity, bacteria, and plankton
in the water column. The correlation analysis reveals consistent variations in the source
and composition of dissolved organic matter in the waters of the Yuanteng River.
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